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Product information
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Get active!

protel Active Desktop is an alternative, individually-configurable start screen for the protel SPE and protel MPE hotel management systems.

protel Active Desktop, that is your individual, interactive hotel work station: At a glance and with a single click, you'll have access to exactly the information you need for your daily work processes—clear, current and interactive.

Always up-to-date:
information are automatically updated

For increased clarity:
sort the list entries with a single click at the head of the table.

protel Active Desktop: alternative start screen with a selection of active lists

Some questions pop up anew every day

protel Active Desktop serves you central status information on a silver platter: Which guests are checking in today? Which guests have already arrived and are waiting for their rooms? How many clean rooms do I have at the moment? Who is currently checked-in? Who's departing again today? What events do we have planned for today at the hotel? Which tasks are scheduled for today?

By clicking on an element of the clearly presented lists, you gain direct access to the corresponding protel dialog. Thus, processing of reservations and guest data becomes a structured work flow, whose progress you can monitor at all times via the automatically updated lists.
A „proper“ desktop for each department

However, everyone doesn't have to see everything. To the contrary: every department—if not even every employee—has very specific requirements for information.

This is why you can create several "Active Desktops", and configure these for different, highly individualised task areas, e.g., one for the front desk, with all lists concerning check-ins and check-outs, another for housekeeping, yet another for banquet management...

Housekeeping desktop:
- Status for room cleaning
- Traces, the assignments for maids

Every single desktop can be individually configured: It's your choice:

protel Active Desktop: a small add-on module for a big effect. Whoever is familiar with flexible protel reporting knows that no question goes unanswered here.

protel Active Desktop brings you standard reports, along with the results of data bank queries specifically generated for you.
Also on your desk: the whole world

Also possible: integration of additional contents "beyond protel". These might be, for example, locally maintained HTML pages, or frequently-visited web pages such as events guides, timetables and flight schedules, or the current weather report:

With protel Active Desktop, no question remains unanswered:

- Events guide
- Ticket shops
- Weather report
- Timetables and flight schedules

protel Active Desktop: Invite the whole world into your protel

Naturally, you may freely combine display of such HTML pages with protel reports, for example integrating the events calendar for your city into the reception desktop...
Range of application

protel Active Desktop is an optional CKit upgrade of the protel software. The alternative start screen displays an individually-configurable selection of reports in the shape of interactive lists, as well as additional alternative HTML content. The described functions are available from version 12.625.

The new protel Active Desktop is an add-on module subject to charge. Get the details from our sales team.

Consulting and installation

First, working with you, we plan how protel Active Desktop can best support you and your employees. How many desktops will you need? Which reports are required? Which Internet pages shall be integrated?

Then, we implement the software and configure "your" protel Active Desktop--exactly in the way you need it.

The design of protel Active Desktop can be exactly adapted to the CD of your hotel. We recommend you entrust an agency with this. We'll be glad to provide you with the required information.

Contact

Talk to us if you have questions or require additional information! We're happy to advise you!

protel hotelsoftware GmbH
Europaplatz 8
44269 Dortmund
Germany
T: +49 231 915 93 0
F: +49 231 915 93 999
info@protel.net
www.protel.net